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Now we need to add capture settings to the pcsx2.exe (similar to the "Settings toggles" in the game). Open pcsx2.exe via the Windows Start menu or by double-clicking on the desktop icon. Select Game Settings (option on the pcsx2.exe's main window toolbar), then Video Settings and click
on the pencil icon on the right to edit them. Choose the desired option: Average Hybrid Original (full quality) Notes about "Average" and "Hybrid" options While 'average' option averages out quality to 75% and 50%, the 'hybrid' mode goes for a 33% quality if video file is already stored

locally (it ignores disk reads), and it goes for 50% quality if video is stored remotely (it uses network bandwidth). With this update, another x64 plugin p2dev9 was added. I have not finished the main coding for this plugin. This plugin, if enabled, will replace the original PCSX2 CDVD plugin.
The video/audio output is still added from PS2 CDVD by using the plugins folder under the main PCSX2 folder. However, this update does not change the PS2 controller emulation. You can still emulate the original PS2 controller with this DEV9giga-razi plugin. If you don't want to use the

original CDVD plugin, you need to replace the default one with DEV9null. This is latest version of Open-Source DSP for Playstation2. It was first based on the Semibios PS2 emulator and then modified by mafiaboy. PSX2 plugin is now using PS2.h files of this project. This DSP plugin is based on
the mikeball engine for emulating PS2 graphics coprocessor. It is contributed by michael_r for PCSX2. This plugin was created mainly for use with mikeball emulator (or other games which provide it automatically) and therefore can be quite different from official PS2 game. It is however

generally compatible with the official PS2 emulation when provided as plugins.
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The plugin begins with a number of tests to check that your system is good enough to run games at full speed. If it turns out that it is, you will be asked to start emulator with preset (level 1 - 6). Save the selected preset (on combo box) for future use. Plugin will reset its settings for all presets back to
defaults and a new test will begin. You can check the settings by pressing the buttons on the settings window (top panel) or enter r to reload presets. The game will be emulated at 60/25/5/2/1 fps. Check Presets and Auto buttons on the bottom panel of the window to toggle the settings on and off for
future games. By default, presets are loaded on startup and you can always reload them by pressing the buttons on the settings panel or r. Sometimes PCSX2 won't be able to get a stable video mode. In this case, it will print a small warning (The operation may cause problems. Do not use, but exit.)

and will terminate. You can get the stable video mode by entering mode 31312. By default this is the initial mode. The NFO_Viewer plugin is used to install NFOViewer source code (used for viewing NFO files). Note: If you've a problem finding files in the default location you can find them on the
following page : http://sourceforge.net/projects/nfoviewer/files/ The System plugin is used to install the game's metadata. It is generally used for analysing the games. Note: if you have missing settings they can be found in sub-menu System > Settings. This repository contains version of libretro-

gepatok that is used in PCSX2. It is a very stable and tested emulator. If something goes wrong you should download and install version of libretro-gepatok-0.7.0.1a instead. 5ec8ef588b
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